**Every woman should make this "Armhole Odor" Test**

If you deodorant only — because it is easy and quick — you will always have an unpleasant, stale "armhole odor" — that stinks yourself tonight by soaking your dress at the armholes.

TODAY, as soon as you take off your dress, smell the fabric under the arm. No matter how careful you are about deodorizing your underarm, you may find that your dress carries the embarrassing odor of stale perspiration.

This is bound to happen if you merely deodorize. You must keep the underarm dry, so perspiration will not collect and dry on the fabric of your dress.

And each time you wear that dress, the warmth of your body brings out unpleasant, stale "armhole odor.

Only one way to be sure... Only a liquid can give you complete protection. Liquid Odorizor gently closes the pores of the underarm, so not even a drop of moisture can collect on your dress. Saves your lovely clothes, too... Liquid Odorizor does away forever with horrible underarm odor that even the janitor cannot remove.

In just a few minutes you get complete protection from Odorizor. And, it leaves no smell of its own. It is easy to use. Odorizor is just another valuable service from FEDERIES.

**Fun in the KITCHEN**

You will have more fun in the kitchen — and more pride in the eating room — if you use FEDERIES. Housekeepers everywhere, due to knowledge of the kitchen art with you, India and Middle-Eastern famous for centuries, eastern, easy-to-eat, delicious, which add in to making and eating — the "kitchen art". Read "Many things not only in the CHICAGO TRIBUNE."